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Or judge Stephens Is
Army Furlough Here
it. Herman L. Stephens, who
been stationed at Camp
ding, Fla., since his inducfurlough,
in March, is on
g his family here. He will
Friday for Ft. Meade, Md.,
transferred.
e he has been
• • •

Americans Lead
Second Invasion
( By Associated Press)
Rome.—Thousands of Allied
troops, mainly Americans and
French, swarmed onto the south
coast of France on a broad front
Nice
and
between Marseille
Tuesday, seized and extended
firm beachheads against inconsequential German opposition, and
drove northward with the avowed intention of joining the Allies in northwestern France.
An Allied communique said
American and French troops before dawn took the sentinel islands of Cros and Levant, ten
miles off the coast, and seized
Cap Negre, on the mainland due
north of the islands and twenty-

eight miles east of Toulon.
Other specific locations were
not given, the beaches being
placed merely in the 125-mile
strip of coast between Marseille
and Nice.
The Paris radio broadcast a
report of heavy fighting in the
area between Cannes and Nice
and between St. Raphael cind
Cape Camarat on the southern
French front.
American airmen who flew
over the teaches late in the day
said there was no sign of any
conartsd enemy opposition and
that American vehicles were
"running all over the cauntryside."

$100,000 Campaign TO SHOW IN ROADSTER CLASSES
For New Hospital
Will Be Launched
Board To Meet Friday
Night To Perfect
Plans; $20,000 In
Bequests Available

Premiums Total
$2350 In Cash
GIRLS NAMED TO TIE RIBBONS ON WINNERS70 PERCENT OF BOXES SOLD-1943
WORLD'S CHAMPION WALKING HORSE IS
ENTERED—WOMEN PREPARING EXHIBITS
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-Odd

U. S. Army •Badges Of Honor

The Personal Equation
In Post-War Planning

men, fighters and factory workers, back
home is a well organized und immediately
functioning program to let these folk understand we are anxious to have them back,
will give them a warm welcome and make
places for them in the community they love.
Home folk, relatives, business men, civic
clubs, church onganizations and friends
should be enlisted to write to veterans still
in the services, urging them to come back
home to Princeton and Caldwell county.
And of course we must make plans to absorb these fighters and workers into work
which will help rehabilitate them as peacetime citizens, while providing them a satisfactory livelyhood.
There is entirely too much danger, as has
been pointed out here and as was effectively
touched upon by Mr. Filby, that many of our
best assets . . . the young men and women
we have temporarily lost because of the
war, will decide to locate in larger cities,
when they take off their uniforms or discard their factory habilments.
It is up to us, right now, to combat the
tendency to seek larger and more alluring
fields, quite natural when the wartime backgrounds of these absent ones are conisdered. Each of us can make an important contribution to this by writing to a few of the
Princeton and Caldwell county folk who are
away from home, advising them we have
missed them, are eagerly looking forward
to their return home and are hoping, if we
are employers, to help them find jobs they
will like here in their own community.

In as delightful and pleasant a little city
as this, where community pride is as high
as we have ever seen it, it seems rather
shameful that 1,400 persons within our corporate limits should not have sewer service,
a lamentably serious threat to the health
and happiness of every person living here,
as stated by E. L. Filby, sanitary engineer.
Improper sewerage disposal, or inadequate disposal if you prefer, is one of the
greatest menaces to good living conditions
we could tolerate in that it means surface
toilets, poor drainage . . . and thus a plethora of breeding places for flies, known
carriers of our worst diseases.
Engineer Filby recommended to the business men who heard him that additional
sewer facilities be provided and that a water softening system and filtration plant be
added, both as post-war civic improvements
which would create a work pile for returning
veterans and workers from war plants,
soon to be out of jobs.
From the standpoint of improved health
in the community . . . in itself the best
possible reason, we are heartily in favor of
these projects; but as the means of proving
much of a work-pile, we think Mr. Filby's
arguments fall of their own weight, because
both improvements would soon be finished,
once out of the blueprint stage, and the returning job hunters would gain, at best, only
a temporary respite from such civic planning.
What is needed in Princeton, in the way
of attracting our absent young men and wo-

Little Red Riding Hood
And The Petty Girls
FDR, with these words: Commander-inChief of the Army and Navy, printed under
it. If any fighting man is so dumb he doesn't
know Mr. Roosevelt is his C. 0., he very
probably isn't qualified to fill out the application necessary to obtain a ballot: So
this precaution against "propaganda" apappears to be utterly inane.
As well gather up all the literature now
offered in reading rooms for soldiers, sailors and marines scattered all over the world,
which contains pictures of the President.
Senator Taft, Republican, of Ohio, is one
of the gents in Congress who is disturbed
about what our fighters may read. Governor
Dewey, GOP presidential nominee, fought
the soldier vote bill in New York and still is
doing so. Republican Attorney General Dummitt, of Kentucky, did everything possible
to prevent our own Kentucky boys across
the oceans from voting in our November
election.
Is this smart' politics, or will the mothers
and fathers, sisters and brothers, uncles
and aunts of the boys overseas resent this
over-zealous maneuvering to try to reduce
the number of men actually doing the liberty-saving from expressing their opinions
about who is best qualified to make the
peace and prevent another war in the near
future?

A cartoon picturing Congress handing an
embattled G. I. a copy of Little Red Riding
Hood to read in his rest period and a story
about how Artist Petty paints his ravishing
gals "like nothing human" by lengthening
their legs_ and raising their waistlines
strike us as being veddy veddy funny . ..
if you don't happen to be a G. I.
First the Postmaster General ruled that
a men's mag. which carried the Petty pies
was not arty or literary enough longer to be
carried in the mails. Then, along came Congress, with its Title V in the Soldiers' Vote
law, ruling that our fighting men overseas
musn't read anything with -a political tinge,
else they might not make up their minds
properly about voting.
As this is written, indications are that
Congress will shortly have a change of
heart and allow newspapers to continue
as slightly irregular reading diet of the liberators of mankind, supposedly fighting for
Freedom. Magazines, "at the discretion of
Army and Navy commanders", will also
come under G. Is' eyes, if they're fortunate
enough to hit the right places. But not, as
far as we've been able to learn, the one that
prints those pretty, tho "inhuman" girl pictures by Mr. Petty.
The official guide to the Army Air
Forces, AAF, has been banned because, if
you please, it contains a pen drawing of

Governor Dewey Has
Record To Live Down
One of the most encouraging recent developments in the ,field of national politica
is the repudiation of Congressman Hamilton
Fish, of New York, by the G. 0. P. chieftain. Governor Thomas E. Dewey, of New
_York, the Republican presidential. nominee,
took this step Friday when he announced
his opposition to the reelection of Congtessman Fish on the ground that the latter had
injected "racial and religious issues" into
his campaign.
But there is still more to be done. Mr.
Dewey will have to do a lot of explaining to
the American public if he is to remove the
• doubts that exist in the minds of many as
,to his own attitude on vital matters of foreign policy—doubts that were put there by
Mr. Dewey himself. For instance, he did
not want to give Great Britain the 50 overage
destroyers that played a key role in British
survival when the U-boats had destroyed
Britain's lifeline. On January 10, 1941, he
made the following comment on lend-lease,
without which the Allies could not have survived: "This bill is an attempt to abolish free
goverment in the United States." A month
later he hedged somewhat saying, "with
me further reservations of power to the
•ple through Congress, I am satisfied that
e House bill will be adopted. Speaking for
sciff alone, I hope it will be," but he was
talogued in the minds of most people as
-iiipposetrtfiertdilezieln rprtnelpte•

11 as Most of the other prewar measures
the Roosevelt administration, which since
ye proved to be essential spadework for
the success that is now crowning the ef-

forts of the armed forces of this country
and its allies.
James A. Wechsler, national editor of P M.
in a resume of the Dewey record states that
the G. O.P. nominee has been confused and
sometimes contradictory on foreign affairs
and alternately vague and contradictory on
home-front issues. Mr. Wechsler recalls,
among other things, Mr. Dewey's insistence that this country could not pro...duce 50,000 planes a year when President
Roosevelt called for such an output. In the
early stages of the European war, the New
York writer also points out, Mr. Dewey engaged in a running debate with himself on
foreign affairs advocating at Milwaukee on
March 10, 1940, that this country shun "every entanglement in the affairs of Europe"
and stating at Wichita ,Kans., a month later
that this country "cannot be disinterested in
the fate of the world" or isolate itself so
that it will not be seriously affected for better or worse by what happens in other nations."
Mr. Wechsler also recalls.that in 1949 Mr.
Dewey described U. S. recognition of Russia
as an "unfortunate departure" from the foreign policy pursued by the Republican party
saying that this country needed "no such
partnerships" as that with Russia. The writer concludes that if Mr. Dewey had occupied the White House in 1940 and followed
the policies he pelicly pfeached, the shape•
'ofthh-intidetn 'world Might qtave 'been- dials..
trously different.—(Owensboro Messenger).
In early England, coins sometimes were
cut in halves or quarters to make change.
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By Park
"Hello, my dear, you certainly are
looking well and cheerful!"
"Well, I must say I've got good
cause. You won't believe this but
girl
I've finally got hold of a
a
come in and do the cleaning once
week."
"Susan Hinckley, you lucky thing!
How I envy you!"
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Pennryile Postscripts
Little pay check, in a day,
You and I will go away
To some gay and festive spot;
I'll return, but you will not.
—Armored News.
Yes, it Pays .. . Romance, a career, one marriage proposal and five
stenographic positions were made
available to a girl who previously
was very doubtful that a classified
advertisement would pay for itself.—Charles Jones in the Chanute
▪ (Ken.) Tribune.
Paducah Merchants, through their
retail association, are among the
foremost in the Nation to take steps
for celebration of V-Day, with a
in
advertisement
display
large
their home newsuape: advising the
public of closing schedules, which
vary according to the time of day
the victory news is received. At
Knoxville, the Merchants Committee of the Chamber of Commerce
warns members to "take measures
to protect their property from the
public celebration which will result" from V-Hay joy.
1111
It is improbable Princeton merchants need to board up their
fronts to save window glass, or anything like that. . . tho Princeton's celebration will be as noisy
and as jubilant, in proportion, as
Knoxville's. The signs of today indicate plans for the celebration
ought to be male soon.
Tastes change. Little girls like
painted dolls; little boys like soldiers. When they grow up, the girls
like the soldiers and the boys go
for the painted dolls.
If I thought suspending operations
because of long printer difficulties,
due to the manpower shortage,
would bring as great improvement
to The Leader as it did to the Dawson Springs Pr2gress, the temptation would be arVerpowering.

But

Science——
Start Of A
Beautiful Rumor Lazy Eyes
Currunings
On The Spot
-

'BLE
BY G

Without doubt, W. T. Davis' splendid newspaper has joined the front
ranks of the best in the State, since
it resumed publication about a
month ago. Mr. Davis is a skilled
craftsman, knows how to get top
performance from good printing
equipment, and has inaugurated editorial innovations along the most
modern lines, making his paper a
model.
Sixth War Loan is tentatively set
to begin Armistice Day, November
11, and end December 7, anniversary of the Pearl Harbor attack.
Amount has not yet been decided
upon.
/11111
Spinach growers in Arkansas plan
an extremely small crop this fall,
probably only 15 percent of normal,
due to lack of cans for packing.
This information delighted three
small boys at our house.
Profits may be wicked things, as
hinted in some quarters, but our experience is they meet payrolls bet(Ex.)
ter than deficits.
/Mk
And an exchange wants to know
who can remember when women had
plenty of gasoline to wash their
gloves .. . and enough left over
to blow up their kitchens.
A gal from a big town visiting here
recently said: "There isn't much to
see in a small town, but what you
hear makes up for it."
man's unseemly
Discoursing on
struggle for gain, Socrates once
said; "Could I climb to the highest
place in Athens, I would lift up my
voice and proclaim: "Fellow citizens,
why do ye turn and scrape every
stone to gather Wealth, and take sb
little care of your children, to whom
one day you must relinquish it all?"

"Did you hear about Sue Hinckley? She keeps a maid—and in these
times!"
however
"MY goodness, Alice,
does she do it? Her husband certainly must be making scads of
money!"
HI
That's certainly sensational about
the Hinckleys, isn't it? I suppose
you've heard.—They have servants!"
"Oh, dear, I do hope Bill Hinckley
won't get himself in trouble. I
mean he simply couldn't be making
all that money honestly—not in
these times.— If you see what I
mean, Doris."
IV
"Isn't that the most amazing thing
about the Hinckleys? They say you
can't go into their house without
bumping into cooks, maids, waitresses and butlers all over the place."
"Well, I hate to say it, Ann, but I
always did think sill Hinckley had
a shifty look in his eye.-01 course
you've heard he's runninng all kinds
of black markets and making a pile.
But the OPA'11 catch up with him;
you wait and see."
"Did you hear about the Hinckkeeping a personal
ley's? She
maid and he employing a valet—
besides all those other lackeys and
flunkeys. Isn't it disgusting? And
in wartime!"
"Well, Betty, of course you know
the answer—and so does everybody
else. Bill Hinckley has turned out
to be an undercover man for the
Nazis, and they're sending him mil-

By H. W. Blakeslee
ee
(AP Science Editor)
Southbridge,
a
person
show
of hietelt
is too lazy to do its share of
has been devised by the
Optical Co.
Both eyes are supposed to
but many people use one eye
and in time this habit becomes
so that the single eye in use ',
ways the. same one, 'and the ento
like being one-eyed. Depth
IS poor.
The new test user tour
dots, set at the points of as
lnary diamond. The home hats
is white. Second base is red
and third bases are green.
The person looking at these
wears le red spectacle .over ha
eye and a green one before hie
The right eye cannot see the
dots and the left cannot see
ones, because the respective
blot them out.
The person using ofly One le
see, will think he sees three
dots, if he is using only his left
With the green glass over tha
he is seeing the two green dots
the white dot which appeal
green. His right eye should be
ing the red dot at second bait
If the left eye is the lazy,
one, then the looker will eft
red dots, the red second base
the white home plate, which
pears red through the red glasi,
lazy left behind the green
should be seeing two green
first and third bases, if it wen
the job.
lions to spend. Of course the
could nab him right now, but
waiting to get. more evidence
they can grab everybody in

plot"
—From the St. Regis P

THINK ON THIS

John N. Fo

There is a minority • group in
America that hotly advocates "total
extermination" of those who people
the German nation. This element
suggests this method as the only
way to insure peace. Would not this
be a tragic existence if extermination of nations were the one way
to bring peace?
This whole attitude is the product
of lazy, slipshod thinking. It is the
blasphemy of men against their
fellowmen. It is the dirt that clogs
men's minds, filtering out into the
light. It is the sewerage of human
dephilosophy, the concentrated
pravity of the human heart. There
is no hope for this nation, or any
nation that has much of this kind
of pagan influence. We could better our whole attitude if at first
we considered those things similar
in our own nation to those of enemy nations. We are certainly not
free from godliness and paganism.
The final judgment of this attitude comes at the foot of the Cross.
It is here, and here only, that all
people must be brought to a finEl
showdown in their thinking. Rebellion will receive its due reward.
Understaning and cooperation here

will receive its promised prize
Jesus' experience was not
similar from ours as concerned
personal life and that of his
His own life was affected by
Roman oppressor, and certainly
people of His nation were under
iron_ heeL Yet there is no
tion from His lips that the
Empire be wiped out in a b
revolution. He insisted that the
of peace worth striv:n1 for
only be had through the sa
love of those who were wills/
lay down their lives for that
cious Way of Life.
The kind of love Jesus p
was a stern love; He p
judgment on the sins of men
nations, but His way of life
not that of bloody, heartless
cation of personal and n
grievances upon those who
unfriendly to His cause. Let
look straight to the Cross before
say what method should be user
work. for Peace. And then let us
call that Paul quoted the Old
tament when he wished to
this whole matter, and wrote, "V
geance is mine, saith the Lord."
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Telephone Lines to the Front
As battles roll on to victory and vast new areas are conquered, the need for tremendous amounts of telephone equipment becomes more and more urgent.
Sir m the start of the war the huge telephone manufacturing plants of the Bell System have been concentrating on
the manufacture of telephone equipment for war use exclusively, to insure that there shall be no shortages of telephone equipment on the war fronts.
Justlefore war started, the Southern Bell Company completed a large program of expiation sti copal olfice.aad out5i& plant faCilitileirrirgs
telephones after the manufacture Of telephone equipment for

civilian use had stopped.
Now, however, the normal reserves of switchboards, wire,
cables and instruments have been used up, and we have
many people on our waiting lists for service. But war's needs
must come first, so for some time we at home shall continue
to make the most and the best use of what we now have.
J. M. MCAUSTICR,

Kentucky Manager

SOATRERII BELL TELEPHORE ono TELEGRAPH COMPAR9
1114001150 66666
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NOW BOB GkeS Oetedr4',.
TO UNCLE JIM..
s isn't really Bob's Uncle Jim.But all the people
along the Illinois Central have called him that
H
slake Bob can remember.
Now Bob is an aceetticeseiter heading up train or.
ders to Ueda jles No sub.It's owe/many woeful
*Ydaolk:ggarwr,jobri.Ba=71ggialtilkotoo—iire
-• Clesserik..boye rad
stun the l*sis
lmovi
As
Cttaof metierteamed weds.nay have
special sehoels and an in jpven
wastrel Wires under votress
.tippled etthese mermen whorellroadsre.
711.1%
have serie
ens newt* frufs-hittine for we*
et ear 11.161

ILLINOIS

If

workers now fighting for Uncle Sam. They are
credit tp the strong family spirit that makes the
Illinois Central the railroad it is.
With all of us -doing our part, one of that
the war will be won. Until then, our main
is victory. Alter that, all we have learned durall
the war years will be turned to account in imPro'
ing Illinois Central service. We want to keg) 011
earning your good wW.
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aunty Agent's
Column

Use Of Fertilizer
Pays Big Returns

THE GARDEN

The use of ammonium nitrate
paid big returns in Greenup
county through increased hay
crops. The largest increase was
found on the farm of Sol Bradley where 100 pounds to the
acre appplied to timothy in
April, increased the weight of
the hay 277 percent. Other farmers had good results also, notes
Farm Agent John W. Irvine.
Charles Artis used 200 pounds
and increased the yield of timothy 83 per cent; V. B. Howland increased his yield of timothy and alfalfa 58 percent by
using 100 pounds; Bill Lawson
used 60 pouns and harvested
63 percent more hay, and L
N. Powell found that a meadow
of mixed grasses and clover was
58 percent heavier after using
100 pounds of ammonium nitrate to the acre.

By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
College of Agriculture and
Home Economics

Graham
By J. F.

Today begins a discussion of
white
potatoes, the root crops
of
covering
most
drouth,
and cabbage, the "cool" vegetaintensity
gig in varying
bles whose storage requirements
presented Kentucky live
are
identical. These are a temadditional
an
rnen with
perature just above freezing, a
small dimensions
no
of
in
moist atmosphere and a means
id reduction of hog num
to pass off odors and keep down
unfortunate shrink in our
"sweating" of the stored prodand,
continued
and
flocks,
ucts. There are many "structrated liquidation of beet
ures" that serve well, from elabpreviously bid fair to
.orately built "caves" to that
within
our feed supplies
most simple way, making earth
refeed
livestock
of our
"pits". Between lies a host of
nts.
Improvisations that may be made
of the drouth on our
of whatever is at hand.
feed production however,
As for the caves and "outside
WHERE B-29 W
are
we
drastic
BIRDS
ARE
so
HATCHED-Long
lines
of
huge
B-29
Superfortresses-the
been
having type of American might that recently smashed at industrial targets in Japan-near completion cellars," the Agricultural Engiof
position
the
in
neel-ing Department here will
at the vast Boeing Aircraft Co., plant at Wichita,
Kansas. (AP W•rephoto).
uch livestock, unless adfurnish detailed building pla,ns,
spring
and
winter
I tall,
meeting of the Paducah Masons but here are the principles on
Fortunatean be provided.
which they are built, perhaps to
Department
at
Paducah Wednesday night,
Agrnomy
ur
help make do what the gardener
among them being Al Neel, Dr. already has.
so very practical and
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
W. B. Moore, E. M. Johnson, J.
.ve plans to offer.
The walls must be freeze-proof
who made up the populace of
and Caldwell county al'ell county farmers' great- most 40 years ago and recordedPrinceton
M. Milstead, L. H. McCabe, J. H. and 12 inches of masonry is
nowhere
but
in
the
yellowed
files
oblern appears to be an of Twice-A-Vsleek Leader of those years will be published as a Dugger, J. R. Catlett, A. M. Lut, enough, especially where the
ve shortage of hay. Re- regular Leader feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Dugger, J. R. Catlett, A. M. Lut- storage is at least partly underindicate that hay. supplies Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote land, Will Nuchols and Ben Ex- ground. If above ground, a
county will be between them.
wooden lining, made of 2x4
ler.
• • •
3.5 percent of last year.
studs and covered with sheeting
Princeton,
Ky.
June
28,
1910. penitentiary at Eddyville last
rs who grow alfalfa and
and building paper makes it
Have Returned Home
are in best position, while Mrs. D. A. Amoss left yesterday Wednesday:
Princeton, Ky. June 28, 1910. safe. Ten inches of earth and
who have depended largely morning for an extended visit
Misses Mary Tomlinson, chap- Mrs. W. C. Waggoner and little about 3 inches of straw or fodera for hay are in the to her son, Harold, of Boston. erone; Gora Dee Eldred, Anna daughter, Miss Gladys, returned der is proof against almost any
position.
critical
She will be gone until about Maud Guest, Annie Louise Car- yesterday from Northampton, winter weather Kentucky expeonly roughage in sight
penter, Myrtle Nichols, Mary Mass., where Miss Gladys has riences. A wooden wall that
time to offset hay short- October 1.
Orr, and
Dorothy
Ratliff, been attending school. They were would be safe could be built of
corn stover, which offers
Princeton. Mrs. E. G. Bugg, met at Chicago and accompanied 2x4 studs, sheeted within and
Visitors At The Pen
possibilities in that when
chaperone, Clarence, Don and home by Mr. Waggener. The without, then covered
with
Princeton, Ky. June 28, 1928.
an early stage (as soon
Bella Harris, Maud Green, Vir- many friends of Gladys are de- tongue-and-groove or board-andfollowing
The
were
among
a
.. is dry enough not to
ginia Bugg, Lillie Clifton, Lela lighted to have her home again batten.
clever bunch of Princeton and
I it is worth about 15 or
and Lonnie Clift, Roy and Beu- and to know that she is pro- To satisfy the moisture require';ars a ton when alfalfa Fredonia people who visited the lah Rowland, Beatrice and May gressing nicely in her studies. ment, an earth floor suffices, but
• • •
th 30 dollars a ton and Wheat or Barley are satisfactory Brasher, Fredonia.
where the floor is concrete, it
• • •
worth $1.50 a bushel.
Princeton, Ky. June 21, 1910. should be sprinkled from time
for winter cover and pasture.
Cover Crops Needed
Change In The Hour
Mrs. Mattie Dudley and daugh- to time or there should be a
Ammonium
Nitrate Produces
- suggestion that all culPrinceton, Ky. June 28, 1910. ter, Mary Eliza, left last night tub kept filled with water, to
Ample evidence is at hand to
acreage, plus old lespe- show that the recommended use On account of the extreme warm for a visit with Mrs. G. N. moisten the air.
, be seeded to small of ammonium nitrate on cover weather the time for the Met- Hobbs, at Covington.
It is in the ventilating aras early as possible is a crops will doubl,
rangement that so many even
At The Press Association
• production of calfe-Lafoe wedding has been
• • •
ne. The widespread adop- fall, winter, and spring pasture. changed from 3 p. m., tomorrow
splendidly built storages fail,
upled with a favorable This nitrogen carrier is even until 9:30 p. m. The wedding
Princeton, Ky. June 21, 1910. but the remedy is easy. Potad an open winter, would more effective on permanent takes place at the Christian J. R. Catlett, Miss Necie Cat- toes and the like give off odors
long way toward solving grass pastures. Its intelligent use Church, and will be a brilliant lett and Miss Jean McGregor and moisture (called "sweet")
problem.
are at Middlesboro, Ky., attend- and this combination can spell
on a large acreage of such pas- affair.
• • •
ceding ewe wintered with ture would mean at least 100
ing the Kentucky Press Associa- ruin. However, it so happens
tion as representatives of the that moist air automatically risand a limited amount percent increase in total fall
From This Place
will use about one- and spring feed an acre and a
es, and if there is an opening in
Princeton, Ky. April 29, 1910. Twice-A-Week Leader.
f a ton of good hay. If slightly larger increase in both Quite a number of Masons from
the ceiling, it escapes, but only
Everybody reads. The Leader.
ture is available the protein and carotone.
if means is provided for air to
this city and county attended a
would be cut to one-seva ton. If excellent small
d permanent pasture is
, hay requirement can
red to 100 or 150 pounds.
requirements can also be
by one-half to twothru use of such pasture,
Pigs fattened on good
Princeton, Ky.
sin pasture will use 15
less grain and from
Men's Dress Up
Quilt Size Cotton
d to one-half less propplement.
also make excellent
cover crop pasture when'e ground is firm.
Rye, Northern Rye,

News From The Past

ennef,

Agency

enter to take its place. So, an
inlet should be provided, at
the floor line, when both are
open a distinct flow of air is
established, to make the atmosphere sweet. The ventilating
system may be used to warm the
house in winter, opening both
ventilators for 30 minutes, at
noon. Or, a "cold storage" may
be had in the summer, by opening the "system" at night and

closing it at dawn. The tize of
each opening, should be about
half in square inches what the
room's floor area is in square
feet, and the inlet should be
placed to the south (for winter
use) or the north (when summer cold storage is desired.) Or,
there may be two intake openings, to be used in season.
Next week, crop preparation,
"pit" storage and improvisations.

LAY-AWAY
your winter

Large Size, Hemmed

Work Pants
$1.00

The dairy program in Washington county has ben strengthened by the purchase of six
Brown Swiss bulls.

DEPENDABLE
INSURANCE
John E. Young, Agt

NOW is the time to pick out your
coat for winter-wear! Our easy LawAway ulan is suhc a simple, sensible
way to buy ... you just select the
coat you want, pay a little money
down and the balance in small
amounts. You'll hardly miss the
... and your coat will be paid
money.
for in-time for cold weather.

$15.98 to $29.98

Do

Batts

ice Insurance

"ONE-MAN ARMY" IDOL OF KIDS-Pfc. Alton W. Knappenberger shows the Congressional Medal he won for holding off two
companies and killing 60 Germans on the Anzio beachhead. The
120-pound hero is not much bigger than meinbers of his audience
(left to right) William Eickhoff, 14, Pfc. Iappenberger, Gerald"the Trumbaer, 11, and Loretta Beller, 9, residents of Spring Mount,
Pa. (AP Wirephoto).

coat that's always correct. Clean cut
lines with smart welt-seaming,
roomy shoulders and sleek velvet
collar. Made of soft, warm shaggy
fleece in Juniors and Misses sizes.

$16.98

White Sheet

Fleur Sacks

URANCE OF ALL
KINDS

MARKED DOWN TO SELL
BUY NOW AND SAVE!

. Sparks

Men's Pin Check
Men's Knit Under

Glenn E. Farmer

Shirts

Sam Koltinsky

4 for
$1 61`
)°
Size 34 to 46

•

Men's Winter

Work Pants
$1"
Sanforized Shrunk.

Dollar Days Special

Ladies' Blouses
$1"
SAVE ON THIS ONE!

BUY .YOUR WINTER SUPPLY NOW!

Men's Blue Poplin

Shirts
$1"
Sizes 1414 to 17

One Table of

Odd Lots
$1.00
100% Wool Wrap Coat

and 2 for $1.00
Real Buys For Anyone Of The

I
$1.49
BOY'S SPORT SHIRTS
3.98
to
1.69
_________
BOY'S PANTS, Dress _
1.39
BOY'S COVERT
9.90
___________
----ISOYS' SUITS
9.90
BOYS' JIMMIES
4.98
BOYS' WOOL MACKINAWS ----_-r
2.98
BOYS' WOOL JACKETS.-Full Line Children's, Boys' and Growing
Girls' Shoos.

GIRLS' WOOL SHIRTS
GIRLS' WOOL JACKETS
GIRLS' BLOUSES
GIRLS' SWEATERS
GIRLS' ANKLETS __

$1.98 to $3.98
__________ _____ 5.90
98c to 1.98
___ 1.98 to $2.98
15c to 25c

FULL LINE OF LADIES' NEW FALL LINE OF
JACKETS, SKIRTS, BLOUSES, COATS
AND SUTITI

Immortal Chesterfield
Two and three Piece Suits. Beautiful
assortment of colors and styles.

A band box meat casaul style that
goes everrwhere, with or without
belt. Wide rever neckline buttons up
snugly for' -1d weather. Misses and
Juniors sizes.

$24.98

Thursday, August 17
The Princeton Leader, Princeton, Kentudry
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Deaths-Fune
Flectrieity Saves Money, Earnest
P. Adams
Time and Labor on Farms

The Leader
Congratulates

Fredonia News

BLUE SPRINGS SApristi
Rev. J. T. Cunninghat
preach at Blue springs
Church, Caldwell malty
day morning at 11 0,6:4

Wheat Acreage Goals
For State And Nation
Are Increased For 1945

(By Associated Press)
Fuller and Virgil Fuller, U. S.
(By Gladys Ruth Moore)
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Wanted

Kentucky Rendering Works
Telephone: Morganfield 239 or
Uniontown 55
. COLLECTORS OF WASTE GREASE

Corona Dry
IS NOT SHORT, YET
KILLS ALL THE WORMS
DOES NOT BURN THE PLANTS

4 LBS. FOR 65c

HOLLOWELL'S
Phone 1

"CONEY ISLAND

"THE VOICE
THAT THRILLED
THE WORLD"

DEAD STOCK - HORSES, MULES
COWS, HOGS AND SHEEP
Your dead stock is needed for grease to
make explosives.
We render grease to help defeat the Axis.
We remove promptly and free of charge.
Do your part by calling.

—in—

POPEYE
CARTOON

LATEST NEWS

SATURDAY
OPEN at 1:00 P. M.

is the time
to order

CONTINUOUS SHOW

Added:

—with—

George
MONTGOMERY
NEW OPENING TIME!
The show will open at
1:00 P. M. instead of 11:45
A. M. with continuous performance til 11 P. M.

Charles
WINNINGER
Cesar
ROMERO •

POP EYE
—in—
"ON WAY TO 1116'
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ROMANCE"

IN TECHNICOLOR
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"CARRIBBEAN
A Musical Parade

COMING! AUG. 24-25
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Ratliff Hardware,
Princeton

clammy

blow!In

Andy Clyde • Jimmy Rogers - Claudia Drake

N. C. Wheeler & Son,

JUST LOOK AT THESE ADDED FEATURES!

Fredonia
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SECRET SERVICE
IN DARKEST AFRICA
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M.
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Miss Clinard received her edN. Main street, mil other
several days this week with Miss Kevil is unchanged.
ucation in Tennessee schools, D. Pickleseimer and Mrs. Robert friends.
Garrett. Mrs. Kevil
and for the last 8 years has B. Johnson. Mrs. Johnson had
C. A. Woodall, Jr., student at Katharine
been a member of Ball Bros. been visiting her parents here M. S. T. C., Murray, spent last has been here several weeks on
Staff, Muncie, Ind., serving as and returned to Pikeville with week-end with his parents. Mr. account of the illness of Mr. We thank you and appreciate,
I food preservation sp ecialist Mrs. Tucker.
and Mrs. C. A. Woodall, Maple Kevil's mother, Mrs. Laban Kevil dear friends and neighbors the
,
Mrs. Gerard Kevil returned street.
at the Princeton Hospital.
I-Leiber
the
throughout
southeastern
kindnesses and sympa t he ti c
to er home in St. Louis Wedand Mrs. W. P. Neal, 604 states.
Mrs. Elizabeth Rogers. and
expressions shown us during the
Jefferson street, announce
The prospective bridegroom nesday after a visit with Mrs. Miss Dixie Lois Jacob, employes In Bakers' School
Thomas G. Robinson, Claxton, recent illness and passing of our
marriage of their daughter, attended Rollins College and the Laban Kevil and other relatives of the Farmers National Bank
father.
• n Hall to Staff Sergeant University of Florida, later do- here.
aril First National Bank, re- is now stationed at Aberdeen loving companion and
Mrs. Robbie Lee Adams,
Mrs. Matthew A. Cabot and spectively, are spending is two Proving Ground, Md., in the
E. Lieber, Sturgis Army ing graduate work at New York
Earl L Adams.
Base, Sturgis, son of Mr. B. School -of Social Work and Duke children, Matthew III, Nancy week's vacation in Chi'iago, Ill. Bakers and Cooks school.
eber, Topeka, Kan.
University, Durham. N. C. He. Tanner and Kathleen Virginia, ar.d Detroit, Mich.
wedding took place Sat- is now employed as administra- Birmingham, Ala., arrived MonMrs. Robert Nash, the former
August 5, at 6 o'clock at tive assistant to the director of day for a visit with her par- Charline Prince, returned Monhome of Rev. Curtis Niceley, personnel, Ft. Bragg, N. C. He ents, Mr. and Mrs. I. B. Tanner. day from M"mphis,Texaa. wheie
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of honor, and Sgt. John T.
A six o'clock dinner at the Orange returned to their home
McKinney, Texas. She al so
in, Sturgis, who served as
home of Mr. and Mrs. Jake in Louisville Saturday, after a
man.
spent a week-eal mith Mrs. ForOliver, Short street, Saturday week's visit with their aunt, Mrs.
rest Ferrell, Dallas, daughter of
e Bride wore an early fall
Aug. 12, was well attended by Dave Jennings and Mr. Jennings.
Mrs. Mattie Dudley, sireen treet.
el of defense blue with
friends
and
Present
relatives.
Mrs. William H. Solley, the
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Wynn and
k accessories. Her corsage
pink roses. The matron were Mr. and Mrs. Lon Farless former Nancy Catlett, left Tues- little
grandson, Chas. Mills
and children, Rosie Nell, Ella day for Springfield, Mass., after
also wore defense blue
Wood III of Providence and Lofuschia and black accesso- Louise and Virginia, of St. Louis, a visit here with her mother, renzo K. Wood, Anchorage, were
'o.; Mr. and Mrs. John Fitts, Mrs. Dollie Catlett, Hopkinsville
guests of Mr. and Mrs C. M
Providence; Mrs. Jaunita Rey- street. Lieut. Solley has been
Wood last week-end.
nolds aid children, Joe, and
Mr. A. A. Smith has been the
Buddy, and Miss Lucille Cond- Birthday Dinner
the guest of his daughter, Mrs.
ley, Providence; Mr. and MrS.
A birthday dinner in honor of C. M. Wood, and Mr. Wood at
Moon Circle
Luke Glass, Eddyville; Mr. and William
Jennings, Louisville, their home on Hopkinsville
Mrs. Fred Fitts and children, and Miss Laverne Kavanaugh, street. He met his grandson, Lt.
s Monthly Meeting
regular mothly meeting Pauline, Fred Hilen and Carney, Providence, was held at the C. M. Wood, Jr. and Mrs. Wood
e Lottie Moon Circle of the Eddyville; Mr. and Mrs. Otho home of Mrs. Dave Jennings, W. in Anchorage, as they were enrecently, route to Boston, Mass.
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Baptist Chrch was held at Fitts and children, Mary Richard, Washington
home of Miss Mary Wilson J. B., Junior, Jewel, Dean, Tom- Present were Robert Jennings,
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Beck and
, Tuesday night, August my and Robert, Eddyville; Mr. Dayton, 0.; William Jennings, daughter, Rosie W. Main street,
011 Fitts and son, Seldom, Eddy- Louisville; Mrs. Carl Kavanaugh left Tuesday for Chicago, where
nspiring devotional on ville; Mr. Joe Farless, Mr. sand and daughters, Laverne and Win- they will visit his brother, Lee
INCLUDING SPECIAL CUT, SHAMPOO, SET
ys of the Kingdom" was Mrs. Dawsie Farless and two fred, of Providence; and Mr. and Beck and family.
Lovely-to-look-at, easy-to-care-for waves . .. .
\Irs. William Larkin. "Ex- children, all of Princeton; Mr. Mrs. Dave Jennings.
Mrs. Robert Omer, Blackford,
yours in a minimum of time with a maximum of
the Realm of the King- Orrill McKinney, Mr. Hale Raarrived Wednesday for a visit
comfort in our stream-lined salon. No clamps, maong the Indians of the mey, and Mr. R. D. Barrett, Edwith her sister, Miss Madge
Luncheon For Visitors
chemicals .. . . just cooling lotion that gives
chines,
by dyville; Mr. and Mrs. Jim Stalr,cas", Pwas discussed
Miss Mary Wilson Eldred en- Boteler.
springy coiffure—works wonders.with all
soft,
a
you
Alvin Lisanby, assisted by lins and son, Randall; and Mr. tertained with a luncheon Tueswill
Miss Nancy Scrugham
hair.
of
types
and
Mrs.
Jake
Oliver,
all
of
RobKoltinsky,
Claud
day in honor of Mrs. Gerard leave Friday for Frankfort,
Princeton.
. b and Cecil Smith.
We make the "COLD WAVE" our specialty . ..
Kevil, and her guest, Mrs. Her- where she will spend a week's
;Li' the business meeting and
also the best on MACHINE and MACHINELESS
vacation with her parents.
Melville Young, and Mary Wil- bert Moon, St. Louis.
am, a surprise shower was son Baker.
WAVES.
Mrs. Eugene Jones, the former
Present were Miss Katharine
for one of the members. The next meeting will be hild in Garrett, Mrs. Gerard Kevil, Mrs. Maietta Jacob, left this morning
MAKE YOUR APPOINTMENT NOW FOR YOUR
y lovely gifts were opened September with Mrs.
Mina Tom Herbert Moon, Miss Prudence for Solomon Branch, Md., where
admired by all.
NEW FALL HAIR-DO.
her husband who is in the Navy
Ryan.
Polk and Mrs. Dique Eldred.
nt were Mesdames Claud
has been stationed the last
sky, Howard McConnell,
month. She will remain there for
Lisanby, Robert Jacob,
an indefinite stay.
A wife should be more than willing to help her husband
. Arnold, Cecil Smith, WitMr. and Mrs. Melvin Franck
Ryan
Tom
Larkin, Mina
save money to carry
Dawson Road, are on a week's vaMisses Gwendolyn Booker,
cation from their duties at the
Market Street Red Front Store.
Misses Jo Hudson and Betty
Newman will leave Sunday for
a week's vacation at Miami
Beach, Fla.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald 0. Dagger and family left last week
for their home in Sheffield, Ala.,
after a visit here with relatives.
...I Mrs. C. C. Bishop and chilNEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE CO.,
dren, Tommy, Barbara and Bobare visiting Mrs. Bishop's
by,
Ky.
Princeton,
81
Phone
St.
Market
W.
111
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles

Clinard-Luttrelil

Edrington,
and Mrs. Ralph
the
announce
gain street,
daughter, Bere of their
Thurman Kahlt° Corporal
, Camp Campbell, AuFirst Baptist
11, at the
M.
, with the Rev. H. G.
The ceremony
officiating.
er,
performed in the presence
after which the
few friends,
to
le left for Seneca, Mo.,
bride is
his relatives. The
rse at the Princeton Hospi-

.
.14
-Zer

Princeton Leader
Princeton, Ky
•5
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Hospital News
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JOGti9NG
Its trim neat
MODEL
SHOULDERS
Cut flat swing'',
maser',
Manamilored bon.
contours

Its streamlined mannish-drape-slot slim.
nen
To non-curl GIRD!.
WAIST far b,,,

alt your;
cloth.", mars,
tiara.
Crush r•sist•nt,
fabrics i n
str•son's newest,
talon.

Price $14.95

It, ersish•reristent
daft for utrancara
Its colors keep your
heartonny wssn.
Sizes 10 to 20. $7.95

end
I RIKSKIR
,LESLIE BROOKS
IN

"COVER GIRL"
COIl 11101

•Wear to the
office or for that
speed ocruioa.
•Its GIROS.
WAISi• giveS
you that Jou10011...
• Buttons can be
leOrn front, side
or bad.
Fashioned of
fine teater•d
V", kit - prool
SYLPH-CREPE'
colon
Sites 24-32 15

smartest

Fold a op —
It'. wit...pinging,'
soil,
It% mutt*
Wsch I,.,in me sworn
San 22 0 X/

"Princeton's Finest Department Store"

But...
relieve distress of MONTHLY

The first duty of Parents is to
Safe-Guard the Health of their
Children.

ale Weakness

(Illso Fins Stomachic Took)

La F. Pinkharn's Compound is
!.) relieve periodic pain and,
,•
T. ring nervous, weak, tired'
due to functional
'V disturbances. &fade espefly
women—it helps naturs1
OW label direction".

IA r PINKHAM'S Cor?Arr
eorm

't Neglect Slipping

•

And now, with the dread Poliomyelitis virus attacking
in our community, Health officials are urging special emphasis be placed on giving young persons ONLY PUREST
MILK and Water.

-

ALSE TEETH
false teeth drop, slip or
le when you talk, eat. laugh
eeze? Don't be annOyed avai
rrassed by such handicaps.
ETH, an alkaline (nonpowder to sprinkle on your
, keeps falge teeth. more
Y set. Gives confident feelf security 'and added comNo gummy, gooey, pasty
or feeling. Get FASTEETH
at any drug store.

' Foe You Ts Feel Well
hoots every day, 7 day. ever,'

. sever mopping, tlus kidney. Rinse
matt, from LIN blood.
tom, panplai Were Meet, of how tba
bay. roust constantly reelttee Warta fluid, memo acids MIA other meats
inn that cannot may In the blood
thont Injury to Multi, there would
bow anderetandlig of war the
• ^.10 aroma is upset *has kidneys fall
runt-,ion properly.
a'unine,scanty or too frequent mina• mmetiama warns that Something
wont. 7ina may maim nautmg haab. headaches, dhadalelds Waustts
ytttlag mg at a

net try DeereirliffrA
•a.
fla
w

t dam
'I
'a today.
IA beg storm

and Battering beyond
,
belief!'These are the charm,
big nevi Connie., unusual
sophisticated beautifigly
fashioned of rich, velvet),
suede. Mari or brows.

Exclusively At—

Princeton Shoe Co.
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Contest Seeks
Best Ky. Voice

Dove Season To
Be Open Sept. 1

FRANKFORT. Aug. 15.—The
season for shooting doves in
Kentucky will open Friday, September 1, and will continue
through Monday, October 25, J.
M. Perkins, director of the Division of Game and Fish, an.
today upon receipt of
•
Instructions from the U. S. Fish
and Wildlife Service, which
regulates the shooting seasons
for all migratory game birds.
The season as set out by the
Fish and Wildlife Service for
Kentucky this year gives shooting seasons for all migratory
game birds.
The season as set out by the
- Fish and Wildlife Service for
Kentucky this year gives shooting peroid of 55 days for dove
hunting. Last year the season
. opened September 16 and ended
October 15.
According to information received by officials of the division from various parts of the
State, the dove crop is exceptionally heavy but a successful
season will depend, to a large
part, on the weather.
While the open seasons and
bag limits on doves are con•
trolled by the U. S. Fish and
Wildlife Service in Washington,
D. C., only a Kentucky hunting
•
license is required—county license of $1 for any one county

Radio Station WHAS in Louisville is offering a 4-year scholarship to the University of Louisville and a paid job on a regular WHAS program to the young
man or woman in Kentucky or
Southern Indiana who has the
best singing voice. A contest
which opens August 21 to select
the scholarship winner is being
co-sponsored with WHAS by
the Rotary clubs in Kentuckiana.
Mark Cunningham, secretary
of the Princeton Rotary Club,
is distributing entry blanks, arranging the time and place of
the auditions, and are selecting
the judges. The last date to enter the contest is August 28.
The scholarship, inncludes. tuition, fees and books for four
years, and the job on WHAS
will more than cover expenses,
Mr. Coulson explained. Winners
of the local auditions will go
to regional auditions, and fines will be broadcast over
WHAS the first week of Octo-

N—The car bearing President Roosevelt
PRESIDENTIAL PARTY VISITS NAVAL AIR STATIO
with sailors and some civilians during an inleads the group through a winding street lined
island of Oahu, Hawaii. The chief executive visitspection tour of the Kaneohe Naval Air Station,
his
Pacific war chiefs at Hawaii July 26-29. (AP
with
confered
and
ons
installati
ed military
Wirephoto from Navy.)

First Over Philippines

Farmers in Owen county, who
alfalfa
had trouble with their
yields
low
got
yellowing and
have
from their second cutting,
of
reports
the
in
d
intereste
been
three
On
boron.
used
who
men
farms where boron was applied,
had a.o. t• leav :,. more
finer
bloom, a richer color, a
yellowno
ly
practical
and
stem
hay,
ing, making fine quality
A.
notes Farm Agent Harry
Berge. On the farm of Leslie
Stephenson, an increase of 38
percent in weight of green hay
was obtained on the second cuthis
ting. J. C. Baldwin found
green hay increased 82 percent
in weight, and Edgar McClure,
as
81 percent. Berge states that
tions,
a result of these demonstra
plana number Of farmers are
ning to apply boron to their entire alfalfa acreage as soon as it

Lt. Grant Jenson, of Kenosha,
Wis., piloted one of the nightflying Liberators which recently
bombed the port of Davao in
Mindanao, first AmeriCan . air
raid on the Japanese-held Philippines since the fall of Corregidor
is available.
in May, 1942. (AP Wirephoto).

PAINT PROTECT!
for protection that lasts

SIIP 111\0

...or giving

.10PKINSVILLE COCA-COLA BOTTLING CC

PROVES THAT YOUR

WIRE
HANGER

tiel

ar
ar
644

with your garments
for cleaning,
In this mannor, you will
a WIRE HANGER back
your garments, and p
your cleaning from wrl -

Phone. 197

D01

"Coke"= Coca-Cols
It's natural for popular NM,
to scquire friendly Abney.
,ion. Thae. why re
Coica,Cola called "Coke".

Still Buys

Here are a few of our specials. Many more real
values for your $ come in and shop.

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PAINTS

31 pairs Ladies' White Kid
PERFECT EYE SLIPPERS

4, 3, 354
1
Sizes 2, 2/

Size 454 to 8—AA and AAA

Sizes 9 to 1

$1 .00

$1 .00
A. Pair

Pair

19 pairs Child's
PATENT LEATHER SHOES
Good Strong Wearproof Soles,
Size 9 to 2

26 pairs Ladies'
NO RATION SHOES
Values to $2.95

60 pairs Ladies'
MEXICAN HAURACHES

1. those who can still g.$ t. work in automobiles,
2. thous who are forced to walk.
If you want to be in the fortu- tective Maintenance Plan!
This plan was conceived by
nate group who will still be
riding to work in automobiles, experts in car care.
Gulfdeveloped it because car
join Gulf's "Anti-Breakdown"
Club today. How do you do it? maintenance is a most imporJust come in for Gulf's Pro- tant civilian job.

To JUMP yowl Gulf Dealer do•
thorough job on your car—and to
awe your time—nutksan appointment in advance. Phone or speak
to him at the station. Then you
should encounter no delay when
you get Gulf's Protective Maintenance Plan ... 15 services in all!

72 pair Child's Hickory Striped
UNIONALLS
Sizes 1 to 8

Pair

6 Men's La Play's
SPORT COATS

10 pair Pure Cotton
WORK SOX

SYLVIA

elastic
Make ladies' stepin panties and
girdle

Size 311 to 46

4 Cannon
HUCK TOWELS

tuvsi

Heavy NO-MARK and Composition Solt
4 to 13
/
Sizes 41

$1 .00
$1 .00
A. Pair

4 Men's
ATHLETIC SHIRTS
AlR-FILTER andspark-plugcleaning, and radiator flushing help give
better gas mileage. A clean air filter
mates gas burn more economically;
clean plugs increase power;•clean
radiator prevents overheating.

129 pairs Child's Gun Metal
OXFORDS

Leather Soles—Sizes 3 to 8

BEFORE THIS WAR IS OVER,there may be only two kinds of
people in America ...

96 pair Child's
PAT. STRAPS AND PUMPS

Co.
SPORT OXFORDS
2 pairs

IT'S IMPORTANT to live your cars
good motor oil and change regularly.Gulf
offers two outstanding oil.,..Oulfpride.
"The World's Finest Motor Oil," and
OsMube, an extra-quality oil costing •
few cents leas.

TO BRING A

Dollar Days irtu,s2.1) Value Days

ELDRED HARDWARE

eCadv;rgewiarfsatiz

CI

a returned soldier a taste of home

right at
There's an easy way to make a soldier on furlough feel
"Coke" is
home. It's to offer him refreshing Coca-Cola. Have a
as in
always the hospitable thing to say. In many lands overseas,
your own living room, Coca-Cola stands for the passe that re/red/es,
—has become a happy symbol of hospitality, as home as everywhere else.
&OTT= OHM Al/THOR/TY Of THE COCA-COlA COMPANY BY

rINKEL'S
I- AIR STORE

GULF'S Protective Maintenance Plan
include. Gulflex Registered Lubrication
which reaches up to 39 vital points with
six dMorena Gullies Lubricants that reduce wear, and lengthen your car's life.

me

Have a "Coke"=Welcome back

HOUSE PAINT...

*298

Please
Remember

ber.
As an added feature of the
contest Dr. Eimar W. Jacobson,
President of the University of
Louisville has announced that
the University will offer a oneyear scholarship equal to tuition
and fees, to one of the contestants to be selected by the University's Student Aid Committee
on the basis of scholarship and
need. Thus, each entrant will
have .an opportunity to win one
of two scholarships.

Contours Hold Water
in the State and a statewide liWilliam McFarland of Red
cense costing $3 for any and all
daily
Taylor county, who plantFern,
The
counties of the State.
Farmers who buy lumber in
bag limit will be 10 doves. Caldwell county, now may pur- ed some of his crops on the contour, had proof of the value of
chase small amounts for essenmethod following a heavy
tial maintenance and repair of this
The water was held in the
rain.
or
implefarm service buidings
to sink slowly to the
furrows
ments, or for other approved
a result, the soil there Wheat Yield Big
As
roots.
uses essential to wartime food
production, by signing an ap- remained wet longer than on Following Corn
plication at the lumber yard, nearby fields planted in the
Paul Jarvis, a farmer in MarNewsom, usual way.
Roy
to
according
shall county, says it paid to fol•
corn with small grain. His
chairman of the County AAA
which must be approved by the low
yielded 29 bushels per
Committee.
wheat
War Production Board,the Counwas the highest
A total of 399 board feet is
Committee receives acre, which
ty AAA
the largest amount which may
yield in the county, according
\I'll/
makes
and
ons
S
applicati
LLIAM
iP
farmers'
USE SHERWIN-WI
be obtained by a farmer for
to Farm Agent H. E. Rothwell.
recommendations but does not
approved uses from dealers in
Jarvis seeded an 11-acre field to
issue certificates.
any one calendar quarter withwheat last fall, following hyFarmers' Lumber Certificates
out first getting a Farmer's
brid corn. The field had been
rated orders, with ratings
are
Lumber Certificate at the AAA
treated with two tons of lime
nonto
assigned
any
as high as
office, Mr. Newsom said. These
and somepbosphate in 1941, with
military users, Mr. Newsom
certificates carry an AA-3 ratmore phosphate being added
stated. Dealers can use the ratings
•
ing.
when the wheeat was dri:led.
to place certified orders with
Any farmer, who needs more
their suppliers. "In fact," Mr.
than 300 board feet of lumber
Newsom said, "these certificates
during any ,calendar quarter
offer the only opportunity to
*YOU SAVE WHEN YOU BUY IT
should apply to the CountyAAA
49.AMAZING LOW PRICE
keep enough lumber in the counoffice at the court house here,
ty to meet our essential farm
▪ PROTECI'S YOUR HOME BUHR
for a certificate. The County
needs."
419.KEEPS IT BEAUTIFUL LONGER
e
has authority
AAA Committe
• • •
▪ COVERS MORE SURFACE
to issue Farmer's lumber cerMrs. Clifton Pruett, Chief Clerk
'SAVES !ERA INTINGS—IT WASHES EASILY
tificates for essential mainteof the Caldwell County AAA
41m. KEEPS ITS BEAUTY LONGER
nance and repair use, for other
will attend the Job Instruction
than residences, where t h e
Training Conference held by the
a
$1,000
than
cost is not more
State AAA in Henderson next
A ROOM FOR $2.98 want THE NEW
calendar year for the farm.
GAL.
week. Mrs. Pruett will discuss
FINISH
MIRACLE WALL
The committee also will issue
Caldwell County and Community
certificates for lumber to meet
Committee work and its precedemergencies. For construction
ure while at the Conference.
CO.
Some hunters have gotten the This meeting is for the purpose
idea that a federal duck stamp of outlining to Chief Clerks proPhone 321
is required to hunt doves but cesses in preparing for properly
that is not true. The duck stamp giving instructions to office
is needed only for ducks, geese clerks and community commitand other migratory waterfowl. tee in detail work.
33 pair U. S. Rubber

A A A News

No Yellow Alfalfa
Where Boron Used

$1.00

Ladies' or Child's
ANKLETS

INFANTS' PANTIES
color.
All around elastic—Khaki
Sizes I and 2

•

RECEIVING BLANKETS

2 Lbs.QUILT
Prints

ROLL

Mountain Mist
QUILT COTTON

FINKEL'S FAIR STORE

fir
n,
men
dist
set
lo
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Marine Veteran
Returns To Farm

USt 17,

se
mber
ING A
RE
GER

Hides

Back from the South Padischarge,
a medical
cificon
Joe Burks, veteran of the Marines, is farming in Larue coun-

Emergency Board
InNamed To Ration
adequate Quota
ticipating problems that

ty, Kentucky. He has bought a
farm of 114 acres, on which he
has two and a half acres of tobacco, 15 acres of hybrid corn,
and a herd of 26 Jerseys. Threefourths of an acre of small
fruits and a garden of the same
size supply fruit and vegetables.
The farm house needing repairs, Burk;, with the aid of his
brothers, at odd times, took out
partitions, changed doors and
windows, shingled and otherwise
remodeled and repaired it. Then
he made a spring-house and
YANKEE MAID WINS HAMBLETONIAN—Yankee Maid leads the field to the finish line as the piped water a quarter of a mile
named, all members of Kansas-owned filly took the second heat of the Hambletonian at Good Time Park, Goshen, N. Y., to the house.
Although his recent bride was
panels of their local boards, in 2:04 by four lengths, after winning the first heat by five lengths in 2:05. Second in this heat
Allen M. Ashcraft, Paducah; was Enac (left). Henry Thomas drove the winner, which was an odds-on favorite. (AP Wire- a city girl, she prepared the
Lee photo).
rooms and painted floors and
j. J. Ezell, Hopkinsville;
woodwork. Her canning includes
r, Bowling Green; Charles
Go
H.
Sea
Boots
blackberries and other fruit, and
Know
J.
ecks
and
Leathern
Owensboro,
,
vegetables produced in the big
-son, Danville.
Jingle
Jingle,
Jangle,
What They Want
may
garden.
Mrs. Annie Puryer of Taylor
e realize the situation
(By Associated Press)
(By Associated Pres t)
Mr. and Mrs. Burks are takwhich will call for know!- county, who picked 100 gallons
Casper, Wyo.—The skipper of ing an active part in older
Pacific Marine Base
South
orin
A
conditions
local
of
market,
of blackberries for
new coast guard frigate, chris- farm boys and girls Utopia club
to administer the program picked as many as 20 gallons a —Ninety-nine out of every 100 the
ratire
local
of
Marines in combat have definite tened the U. S. Casper, was given work, and spent two days at
y. Members
day in plentiful areas.
plans for what they want to do a pair of cowboy boots by busi- Camp Bingham in Washington
g panels have had much
By increasing his wheat yield
county, where postwar problems
ence in allotting truck tire on 17 acres with ammonium ni- in the post-war world, according ness men of the city of Casper.
of youth and the farm were
they have done a good trate, Paul Holt of Ballard coun- to a survey here.
Wrote the donors: "We hope discussed.
Ninety-five percent of the Maand we want the full bene- ty realized $100 above the cost of
these will enable you to ride the
this
afy
in
immediatel
a
experience
job
want
rines
I their
the fertilizer.
ter returning to civilian life but hurricane deck of the U. S. S. In Greenup county, 80 4-H
gency period", Mr. GoodGene Dunnington, 4-Her in
ease as club boys are growing acre plots
said in announcing the ap- Wayne county, has purchased none is interested par ticularly in Casper with as much
whether the government will Wyoming cowboys ride the hur- of hybrid corn which is showing
eats.
two registered Duroc gilts from
deck of a sunfishing, wild- up well against plots planted to
ile all tire applications will one of the best herds in that give them $200 or $300 muster- ricane
home-saved seed.
bronco."
eyed
marOf
the
young
lopay.
ing-out
the
to
made
ue to be
part of the state.
ried men, 75 percent prefer to
ards, applications for large
In Henry county, about 250
and bus tires (8.25 and acres of balbo rye were harvest- study in hope of getting a better
job than the one they left bewill be screened by the
ed for seed, 48 acres of which hind.
and referred to the were
certified.
teary Board for final apPrice Lester of Trigg county ty yielded from 20 to 45 bushels
that the plow-sole appli- per acre.
found
bag out that no system cation of fertilizer on corn on a
The Washington County Farm
tioning can possibly make hillside was much more effective Bureau has completed the raislarge
434
of
quota
ugust
ing of $36,000 for a cooperative
than that in the row .
tires fill even essential
The Harlan Kiwanis Club is tobacco sales warehouse.
in the district, Mr. Good- making awards to farmers in
John Parks of Graves county
called attention to the ex- Harlan county who sow their harvested 50 bushels to the acre
importance of properly
entire cultivated acreage to cov- on 10 acres of Missouri early
for tires now in use. er
beardless barley.
crops.
now
tires
most trucks, the
Where a good cover crop had
On the farm of A. K. Norris
tires
will be the only
in Russell county, redtop treat- been turned under last spring,
ble", he said.
ed with ammonium nitrate yield- farmers in Letcher county found
ed around 2,700 more pounds the corn withstood the drought.
body Reads The Leader per acre than the untreated.
Farmers in Letcher county are
Because of the labor shortage said to be well satisfied with
and the irregular season, the their plantings of alfalfa and orcorn acreage in Calloway coun- chard grass.
Although some commercial
ty is considerably less than
flocks of poultry in Harlan counplanned for.
Okey Cline, a 4-H club boy ty have been reduced, home
in Martin county, is growing flocks are as large as a year ago.
Approximately 11,000 acres of
1,000 tomato plants.
The pick-up baler of Dillard wheat were haivested in Graves
Douglas in Montgomery coun- county, some yields ranging from
ty, baled 350 bales of hay in 40 to 50 bushels to the acre.
An unusually good small grain
four hours.
More than 2,000 acres of crop is reported from BreckinThorne wheat in Hickman coun- ridge county.

administering the
arise in
program in
rationing
k tire
Louisville dis-county
0
Director Geo. H. Goodman,
Price Adminise Office of
Tuesday apannounced
p
to repmen
five
tment of
of
sections
various
the
diprict on the Emergency
Tire Board, which has
the critiset upto ration
truck
low supply of large

On

Guam

Geis $15,000 For

Half-Ton Vetch

Seed On 7 Acres
Timber On Farm
On a seven-acre field which
J. C. Askew, a farmer in
years ago was so poor be200
two
Chfistian county who owns
acres of woodland, is pleased fore liming and phosphating
With his sale of selected timber that it failed to produce good
on contract. Selling only trees lespedeza, J. L. Turner of Allen
1,000 pounds of
which were 17 inches or more county harvested
seed. In September of last
vetch
approxin diameter, he received
year, he sowed vetch and rye,
imately $15,000 more than "he but because he pastured it heavhad been offered earlier by ily during the fall and winter,
"boundary", or for all of his the rye was almost destroyed
left to
timber. W. E. Jackson, forester and only the vetch, was
J. B.
at the Kentucky College of Ag- combine. County Agent
many
riculture and Home Economics, Williams reports that
sowed
county
the
in
farmers
another,
have
will
Askew
says
a
op ready for cutting on the vetch in corn to be used as
spring.
same woodland in 5 years:, if green manure crop in the
protected from livestock
Chief Radioman George Ray it is
With around 30 combines opand fire. He added that farmers
it
Tweed (above) of Portland, Ore.,
generally fail to realize that erating in Marshall county,
was rescued from Guam after :he damage done to young trees is expected that an unusual
hiding out from the Japs for 31 by livestock is far greater than rmount of legume and grass seed
will be harvested this year.
months—ever since Dec. 10, 1941. the grazing value.
(AP Wirephoto via radio from

Ky. Farm News

Honolulu).
Wounded

PEPSI
Sparrow

Tops Robot In Interest
(By Associated Press)
Portland, Ore.—Lt. Col. Joseph
K. Carson, ex-mayor of Portland,
reports he was visiting a place
in England where a robot bomb
just had exploded. Someone spied
a little sparrow with a broken
wing and leg. The bird was picked up tenderly and placed out of
danger. A crowd gathered, consympat hizin g.
and
cerned
Meanwhile AA guns fired as another robot approached but the
fallen sparrow remained the center of interest.

Papol-Cola Commits. Long Island cur, N. T.
Franchised Bottler: Pepsi Cola Hopkinsvtlie Bottling Company

• M. YOUNG

His-Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonia, Ky.

THANKS FOR THE LIFT, AMERICA!
Over the Wald, Ow Rettig Mee Salute the HomeFont for "Whig the Attack" I. the 5th War Leo
Drive. The 5th War Lome Has Gone Over the Top
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n Metal
tlon sae

CALLING KENTUCKIANA VOICES
FOR RADIO CAREERS
•

/
,
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FOUR YEARS' FREE TRAINING AT
THE UNIVERSITY OF LOUISVILLE ...
A WHAS Job While You Learn!

.r Type
N TS

co-sponsors of this
Contact your local ROTARY CLUB,
of local try-outs.
date
and
contest, for entry blanks,
1943 or 1944
1942,
in
graduate
YOU'RE ELIGIBLE if a
and now ready to meet
.
.
.
school
high
accredited
of an
University recroirements.
to enter is August
Contest opens August 21. Last date
auditions.
regional
of
charge
in
28. Rotary Club is
WHAS week ef
over
Louisville
in
held
be
will
Finals
October 9th.
University will offer a one-year
As an added feature the
and fees, to one of the
tuition
scholarship, equal to
the University's Stucient
by
selected
be
to
s
contestant

need.
Aid Committee on the basis of scholarship and
•
...........•.......I
All

...............................
Princeton
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You've attained every one of the 5th War Loan objectives—
and then some! The overall goal, corporate and individual,
was $16 billion; $20,639,000,000 was realized. The individual
goal was $6 billion; $6,330,000,000 cr.r.hminarr) was realized.
The "E" or "People's" Bond goal—the most important element in the individual quota, and the hardest one to make—
was $3 billion; $3,036,000,000 was realized.
The American public has scored not only a resounding
Victory on the home-front, but the greatest one to date!
For this inspiring demonstration of"Democracy-in-Action,"
our fighting men on all the far-flung battlefronts of the world
give thanks for the lift. The spirit you have shown gives reassurance of support to those on the long and bloody road to
Berlin ... and Tokyo.
Every mars, woman and child in America may well thrill
with pride at the success of this unprecedented drive—the
greatest war-financing operation the world has ever known.
This includes the millions who "dug deep" to buy extra Bonds
whole
and the untiring volunteers who helped sell them—the
cavalcade of America galvanized into action on a spontaneous
Voluntary basis.

But just as the battle continues with ever mounting fury,
so we on the home-front must continue to "back the attack."
As General Eisenhower has said:
"Satisfactory as is the progress of this
battle to date, in magnitude it is but a
mere beginning to the tremendous
struggles that must follow before final victory is achieved.
"To this end we need every man, every
weapon, and all the courage and fortitude
of our respective peoples. The Allied soldier
will do his duty."
Yes—and we on the home-front will do our duty, also:
Let'no man think that in such heart-stirring times as these,
when our boys are facing their most crucial weeks and months
ahead, that the part we play in buying Bonds is trivial compared to their earth-shaking deeds and heroic challenging of
death.
Far from trivial, our home-front tasks are today more important than ever.
Encouraged by the example of what a united people can do
when the cause is just,let us continue to "back the attack-buy more than before" until the day of final victory. And let
us resolve not only to buy bonds to the fullest extent of our
powers, but to hold them until mat"ity—for a better, a
safer, happier world for all.

Keep "Backing 'Em Up"
This Advertisement Sponsored By

Dr. W.A. Cash, Mayor
Cornick Oil Co.
Service Insurance Agency
Kentucky Rendering Work:

_ Refinery SalesCirp.
Sula and Eliza Nall
The Lillie F. Murphy Store
Laneave's
Goldnamer's

Governor's Handicap At
Dade Park Thursday

City May Close
Road To Plant

'4-
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A proposal to erect a gate at
the entrance of the old Cadiz
road leading to the city's disposal plant was given consideration at Monday night's session
of City Council, attended by
Councilmen Blackburn, Hammonds, Lacey, Morgan and Mrs.
J. W. Quinn, with Mayor Cash
in the chair.
Purpose in erecting the proposed gate, closing the old road
and the lane leading to the
city's disposal plant, it being
reported that numerous cars,
some bearing out-of-State licenses and from counties in
Kentucky other than Caldwell,
were being parked along the
road while the occupants met at
a nearby rendezvous, especially
Sunday afternoons. The proposal was referred to City Attorney J. Gordon Lisanby for
advice, relative to legal procedure.
Painting of the city's water
tower and tank was reported
completed and a proposed contract calling for repair of .leaks
in the tank was referred to City
attorney. The water supply at
the Hays' spring was reported
plentiful and recent anaysis,
under auspices of the State Department of Heath, showed freepollution.
dom from'
A proposal to paint the city's
fire truck was referred to a
committee consisting of Councilmen Lacey and Blackburn.

Home From Hawaii

Feature event of the 28-day
summer racing meet at Dade
Park is scheduled for Saturday,
August 9, the Governor's Handicap, for a purse of $1,700, largest offered since the track
opened. The race is open to 3year-olds and upward and will
be contested over the distance
of one mile. In addition to the
purse the owner of the winning
horse will receive a silver trophy.

Home From Texas Camp

McCarty,
Corporal Stanley
Camp Howze, Tex., spent a furlough here last week with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. N. C. McCarty, Lamasco.
• • •

Gets New Assignment

Pvt. A. B. Lewis left Tuesday
for Ft. Meade, Md., after being
transferred from Camp Wolters,
Texas. He spent a furlough with
his family here, last week.

CLASSIFIED ADS
PERMANENT WAVE, 59c1 Do
your own Permanent with
Charm-Kurl Kit. Complete
equipment, including 40 curlers and shampoo. Easy tu do,
absolutey harmless. Praised
by thousands including Fay
McKenzie, glamorous movie
star. Money refunded if not
j27-s28
satisfied.
DAWSON'S DRUG STORE.
HOUSE and two lots for sale.
319 South Seminary Street.
j27-4t
H. A. Tuggle,

Louard Overby, U. S. Army, FOR SALE-1940 Schultz Hous.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Guy OverTrailer, fully equipped, or
by, who has been stationed in
will rent by month. See Har4
last
the Hawaiian Islands the
vey B. Rice, 103 Highland
years, is on furlough, visiting
ltp
Avenue.
relatives here.
FOR SALE-1 Circulating heat•
er, 1 Cast Iron heater, 1 coal
To °Nevada
Transferred° T
range, 1 kerosene bathroom
Pvt. J. W. Tatum, son of Mr.
and Mrs. J. E. Tatum, North
heater. Phone 101, or apply
ltp
Harrison street, has been trans305 N. Seminary.
ferred from Gulfport Army Air
pracsaddle,
SALE—Good
FOR
Field to Las Vegas, Nevada.
tically new. Also some slightly damaged furniture. Mer1tc
chants Service Line.

Sow

WANTED—To lease a modern
home. See or call Bedford Mcitc
Chesney. Phone, 707.

BALBOA RYE
$3.00 Bu.
Also New Crop
APPROVED ALFALFA
BEARDLESS BARLEY
ALL KINDS OF FIELD
REED PRICED RIGHT
In Hopkinsville, Its

CAYCE-YOST CO.

FOR SALE---Six tracts of land
all in Lyon county, about 5
miles from Eddyville. Tract
No. 1 consists of 210 acres;
tract No. 2, 100 acres; tract 3,
104 acres; tract 4, 126 acres;
tract 5, 90 acres, and tract 6,
85 acres. Interested parties
will contact G. W. Holland,
a10-2t
Eddyville, Ky.
FOR SALE—One extra nice
BED ROOM SUITE, like new,
Innerspring mattress, heavy
interwoven spring 4-poster
bed, large chest of drawers
and extra fine large dresser,
pre-war make. Also nice dining table. Lots of beds of all
kinds. Other furniture. Clothing and Men's suits, shoes. Every kind of stove, Heatrolas,
heating and cooking. 1 good
Pontiac Auto, Desoto auto, 1
Graham auto. All in good condition, with tires. Almost anything in the used line. Nothing
but bargains. J. F. MORGAN.
a10-4t

PROPERTY 1
FOR SALE
One 354 acre tract, 4 miles South of Fredonia, one
7 room brick dwelling, one 3 room frame dwelling, 2
barns, one 80x42, the other 50x40. The land in high
state of cultivation. Well watered, good fences.
$18,500.00
156 acres, 6 miles East of Princeton. One 4 room
dwelling, 2 barns, three springs.

$4,000.00
4 miles Southeast of Princeton, near
/
42 acres, 51
Eddy Creek Church. New 4 room dwelling, and barn.

$2350.00

Caldwell County Fair
And Horse Show
Princeton, Kentucky

August 24 & 25
Events and Time Schedule

$9,500.00

$1,400.00
4 miles North of Frances, near Church
/
3 acres, 21
and School, one good dwelling, electricity, stable,
garage and out buildings.
$1,700.00
• 114 acres, one mile North of Frances, in Crittenden County on gravel road, 7 room dwelling, barn,
garage and out buildings, orchard, good fences.

$3,000.00

C. A. Woodall
Insurance and Real Estate
Phone 54

The market was steady with
last week's sales on the Princeton Livestock market Monday.
Dugan Ordway, manager, reported. Total sold was 1410 head.
Baby beeves toppped at $10; No.
at
1 veals at $14.60 and hogs
$14.45.
FOR SALE:

newspapers

Old

Leader Office.

France and

Cpl.

V mati

Bliss, Texas. All four
Pfc. Virgil Orr, Camp Forrest, formerly of Marion
n4 44
.
Tenn., spent a few days here known here.
w ith his wife and
laSt
daughter. While here, he and
his .family visitakt his father, Albert 'Orr, in Evansville, Ind.
Pfc Herschel Orr, was killed in
action in France, July 10. Two
OPTOMETRIST
other brdthers are in the service, Phone 250
mit
in
somewhere
Verble,
Pvt.

Dr. Hallie C.

"Better Late
Than Not At All...
That is what we are saying about the shipment just received.

Morning Classes start at 9:30 a. m.

Farm Implements

Afternoon Classes start at 1:00 p. m.
Evening Classes start at 7:30 p. m.

Tractor Disc Harrows 5, 6, and 7 ft.

Thursday Morning
9:00 a.m. Class No. 28—Brood Mare Draft Type, one or more
foals by side
9:15 a. m. Class No. 29—Brood Mare, Saddle Type, one or
more foals by side
9:30 a. m. Class No. 26—Best Suckling Colt or Filly, 6 months
and under
9:45 a. m. Class No. 27 Best Yearling Colt or Filly, under 2
years old
9:45 a. m. Class No. 27 Best Yearling Colt or Filly, under 2
years old
10:00 a. m. Class No. 18—Best Suckling Colt, 6 months old and
under (Mule)
10:15 a. m. Class No. 19—Best Yearling Under Two Years (Mule)
10:30 a. m. Class No. 30—Best Draft Type Mare or Gelding,
any age
10:45 a. m. Class No. 31—Best Pair Draft Type Mares or Geldings, any age
11:00 a. m. Class No. 46—Best Jennet any age
11:15 a. m. Class No. 45—Best Jack any age
11:30 a. m. Class No. 44—Best Stallion any age

)
Thursday Afternoon r
1:00 p. m. Class No. 41 --Best Boy Rider (Local)
1:20 p. m. Class No. 42—Best Girl Rider (Local)
1:40 p. m. Class No. 32—A—Local Walking Horses
2:00 p. m. Class No. 34—Best Buggy Horse (Local)
2:20 p. m. Class No. 4—Amateur 5 Gaited Class
2:40 p. m. Class No. 33 Best Plantation Saddler (Local)
3:00 p. m. Class No. 1—Junior Walking Horse Class
, 3:20 p. m. Class No. 7—Amateur 3 Gaited
3:40 p. m. Class No. 37—Fat Man Riding Class (Local)
4:00 p. m. Class No. 38—Skinny Man Riding Class (Local)
4:20 p. m. Class No. 10—Amateur Fine Harness

Thursday Night
7:30 p. m. Official Opening—Announcements—Music
7:50 p. m. Class No. 17A—Local Model Class
8:10 p. m. Class No. 8—Open 3 Gaited
8:30 p. m. Class No. 39—Best Gentlemen Rider (Local)
8:50 p. m. Class No. 40—Best lady Rider (Local)
9:10 p. m. Class No. 32—Local 5 gaited
9:30 p. m. Class No. 2—Open Walking Horse
9:50 p. m. Class No. 35—Best Saddle Mule, any age
10:10 p. m. Class No. 5—Open 5 gaited
10:30 p. m. Class No. 13—Combination 3 gaited
10:50 p. m. Class No. 11—Open Fine Harness
11:10 p. m.—Class No. 15—Roadster to Bike

Friday Morning
MULE DAY
9:00 a. m. Class No. 20—Best 2 and Under 3 year old
9:20 a. m. Class No. 21—Best 3 and Under 4 Year old
9:40 a. m. Class No. 22—Best 4 and Under 5 year old
10:00 a. m. Class No.23—Best Pair 5 years and under
10:20 a. m. Class No. 24—Best Pair any age
10:40 a. m. Class No.25—Best Single Mule, any age
11:00 a. m. Class No. 36 —Mule( Race

107 acres, one miles South of Fredonia on highway. Dwelling and barn, electricity.
5 acre tract on Marion highway, one mile from
city limits, nice new modern dwelling, rock veenered,
lights, water and furnace.
$4,500.000
8 acres, one mile W. of Kuttawa on the Doom's
road. 5 room dwelling with basement, barn and outbuildings.

. ir Visits
Pfc.. Virgil Or
Wife, Daughter Here

1410 Head Of Livestock
Sold Here Monday

Friday Afternoon
PULLING CONTEST
1:00 p. m. Class No. 47—Light Weight
Class No. 48—Medium Weight
Class No. 49—Heavy Weights
Class No. 5 Oxen
Class No. 51—Champion Pullers

Friday Night
7:30 p. m. Introduction—Announcements
7:50 p. _m. Class No. 43—Best Local Pony and Rider by Boy
or Girl under 12 years of age
8:10 p. m. Class No. 17—Open Model Class
8:30 p. m. Class No. 14—Combination 5 gaited
9:00 p. m. Class No. 9-3-Gaited Stake
9:30 p. m. Class No. 12—Fine Harness Stake
10:00 p. m. Class No. 3—Walking Horse Stake
10:30 p. m. Class No. 6-5 Gaited Stake
1100 p. m. Class No. 16—Roadster to Bike Stake

Team Disc Harrows
Two Row Corn Planters with Fertilizer Attachments
Fertilizer Distributors
Lime Sowers (Trail Type)
3 Section Harrows
Three 2 Horse Plows
2 Bear Cat Feed Mills
2 Moline Hammer Mills
2 Mowers-Horse Drawn
2 Moline Tractor Drawn Mowers
Ford Air Line Milking Machine
All above sold without ration certificates except Mowers and ki
ing Machines. Get certificates from your County Farm Ration Board fa
them.
This is a shipment of Implements due us several months ago on 016
ment. If your are going to need any of these—come and see us now
They won't last long.
in Hopkinswil

Full line of repair parts for most all farm machines
its

Cayce-Yost Company
Nopkinvilli

IMPLEMENTS & REPAIRS

Phone 46

Salad Bowl

Salad Makes
jar 191t
Dressing
any salad taste better

17.? THE
s4nfe'MS

pt.

Tuti Frulti
CAKES
Orange Cream Sandwich
CAKES

lb. 25(

Sweetheart Skin Charm
TOILET SOAP

lb. 20f

Brook's Chill Hot
BROWN BEANS

Bite-size whole wheat biscuits
SHREDDED RALSTON
pkg. 13
(
Kellogg's
RAISIN BRAN
(
pkg. 11
Hand picked—bulk
NAVY BEANS
4 lbs. 30
(
PEANUT BUTTER
Van Camp's
TENDERONI
Scott County
TOMATO SOUP

R1410e09

16 oz. jar

23t

(
pkg. 10
1(6
No. 2 can liX

cake 1

17. oz can 11

Extra fine for iced tea
T&T BLACK TEA 1/4 lb. pkg. 1
Loving Cup
1 lb. pkg. 2,
COFFEE
The coffee with the wonderful flare
hot or cold.
Duff's
WAFFLE MIX
Only add water, makes

pkg.
delicious

Jefferson bland
HEXAON SALT

pkg.

Everything in the way of canning supplies, Mason Jars, Rubbers, 2-piece
1-piece caps, all kinds of sugars, spices, Pen Jel, Sur-Jel, Certo, Jellum, Para
ceiling wax, vinegars, etc.

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
County
WATERMELONS each
up
Duchess, cooking or eating
APPLES
lb. 71(
White Michigan
CELERY
stalk
Radishes or
GREEN ONIONS
bunch

15(8,

8k
St

Fresh
PINEAPPLE
EGG PLANT
Indiana
CANTALOUPES

each
lb. 11,

APRICOTS

Fresh fruit, fresh vegetables, fresh meats. More for your Money all the that

RED FRONT
CASH az CARRY STORES

